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J AME S  F.  GOVAN  
THEMODERN UNIVERSITY, like the modern city, had 
its origins in the middle ages, the former a community of scholars 
brought together by the revival of learning in the twelfth century, the 
latter a commercial community created by the revival of trade in 
roughly the same period.1 Both remain essentially communities, in 
spite of the inroads of the multiversity on academe and the many recent 
splinteringinfluences on the city. Hence, it is only appropriate that any 
treatment of community analysis by librarians should include the 
academic world. 
From the outset, however, it should be recognized that there are 
wide disparities between these two types of communities. The 
academic library serves a community which is much more clearly 
structured, more definable, and more consciously and constantly 
dependent on the library. These characteristics inevitably bring about 
much greater participation by the academic community in its library's 
formulation and implementation of policies, from collection 
development to the establishment of new s e r~ i c e s .~  It follows then, 
somew hat unexpectedly, that community analysis should properly 
loom larger in the academic librarian's life than in that of the public 
librarian. 
'The variety among academic libraries makes any broad discussion of 
them virtually impossible. The great range in size and character alone 
of American institutions of higher education defies generalization; 
indeed, there is often more similarity between large liberal arts colleges 
and small universities than there is among the colleges or universities 
themselves. The large number of community colleges have an equally 
wide variance. For the purpose of this brief article, it will be necessary 
to indulge in vulnerable generalizations and to place the emphasis on 
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college and university libraries, while admittedly gving short shrift to 
the community colleges, despite the highly significant and expanding 
role they are playing in American higher education. 
The comparative intimacy which the modern community of scholars 
still enjoys prompts all types of academic librarians to engage in certain 
forms of community analysis as an integral part of performing their 
duties. For example, extensive (if rather superficial) community 
analysis enters into the construction of any acquisitions budget. Past 
records of expenditure, special research or instructional programs, the 
size of enr6llments in the various disciplines, and other similar 
considerations form a large part of the decision to budget a given 
amount for a subject area. In all truth, however, one is compelled to 
admit that inflationary factors and the base built up for the area in the 
past are usually the decisive criteria. 
Dissatisfaction with this crude approach has led to attempts to create 
a more exact basis for budgeting. One of the earliest endeavors was the 
formula devised by Verner Clapp and Robert Jordan in 1965 and 
based on the number of students, degrees and faculty in each discipline 
represented in the library's c~l lec t ion.~  William McGrath has expanded 
on the basic idea of the Clapp-Jordan formula by applying a number of 
indices such as circulation statistics and average prices in each 
discipline to areas of the book collection supporting specific courses 
listed in the course ~ a t a l o g . ~  With the alarming rise in serials prices, one 
recent study has addressed the matter of the optimum ratio of serials to 
monographs in each discipline and the necessary budget for each 
area.' Finally, the Association of College and Research Libraries has 
developed a set of standards which suggests measurements of the 
adequacy of a collection and, by implication, its financial up port.^ 
Most of these tentative efforts at formula budgeting have come from 
smaller libraries, where the necessary data are more manageable and 
the special considerations more limited; but inevitably they have 
inspired similar proposals for research libraries, where it is likely they 
will ultimately prove most valuable. Of the formulae proposed thus far, 
one of the more satisfactory came first from the state of Washington 
and has since been adopted in a number of other states.' Like the 
Clapp-Jordan formula, the Washington formula assigns certain unit 
values to disciplines according to the number of students and faculty 
attached to the pertinent academic departments, but it assigns much 
greater values to graduate study than does the Clapp-Jordan formula. 
It is interesting to observe that the Association of Research Libraries is 
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now considering a set of standards for university libraries that also 
suggests quantitati4e standards based on academic program^.^ 
While no universally accepted formula has yet emerged, it is clear 
that academic libraries are moving in the direction of structuring 
budgets on more intimate knowledge of their local communities. Early 
attempts to use formulae, however, have revealed that the data 
necessary for their application were frequently unavailable, especially 
in the larger libraries, and have subsequently led to different modes 
and categories of data gathering. Thus, one of the unquestionable 
benefits of this experimentation with formula budgeting and related 
efforts has been an enhanced sensitivity among academic librarians to 
precise information about the community and its pertinence to library 
operations. 
Much the same kind of result can come from formulation of policy 
statements on collection development. While these statements have 
long been with us, they now reflect more exact knowledge of the needs 
and future directions of the community served. Library staffs are 
making distinct efforts to relate collecting priorities more closely to the 
academic program and research activities on the local campus. One 
fairly widespread technique has been the examination of citations in 
dissertations and faculty publications and of past interlibrary loan 
requests to measure the collection's adequacy in certain subject areas 
for local purposes. Another common device is to gather through 
questionnaires data on collection inadequacies detected by the 
c o r nm~n i t y . ~The  responses, combined with the s taffs  prior 
knowledge of the community and its use of the collection, provide the 
foundation for a policy indicating the depth and breadth of collecting 
which the library should undertake in each area.1° While such projects 
are not restricted to university campuses, they take place there more 
frequently, for the obvious reason that the larger scope and complexity 
are more likely to require detailed policies on collecting. 
The rapidity with which library services are changing today has 
necessitated another approach to community analysis in academic 
libraries. The  library should respond as the faculty integrates 
audiovisually supported instruction into the curriculum, as 
applications of the computer to its services become available and 
beneficial, or as the addition of subject specialists on its staff can meet a 
need of its community, to cite only a few examples. A careful sampling 
of community opinion and an extensive preparation of the community 
should precede this kind of change in order for it to be successful, 
because inevitably the library staff will have to educate some segments 
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of the community about the advantages of new services. These 
changes, therefore, require the staff of any progressive academic 
library to stay in touch with both the local situation and professional 
advances. The dual responsibility of fitting newly available services to 
local needs and of preparing the community for the introduction of 
them can provide invaluable insights into the nature and character of 
the library's clientele. 
Finally, academic libraries currently are increasing interlibrary 
cooperation and membership in consortia, networks, and other 
cooperative activities. No library should make a commitment to 
membership in such a group without responsible consideration of the 
impact of the obligations involved on the local community and the 
resources for serving it. This consideration, in most instances, should 
receive more emphasis in public than in private institutions, for in all 
likelihood the public institutions will already have specific obligations 
to other institutions in the system. Even a commitment with fairly 
obvious benefits, like membership in some form of union catalog, 
carries with i t  exposure of the library's holdings to interlibrary 
borrowing which the campus community should understand. A 
commitment with less obvious compensations from the user's 
viewpoint is the creation of a cooperative acquisitions policy with 
another library, or the more extensive cooperation recently projected 
for the Research Library Group in New York and New England." An 
unfortunate resentment of these off-campus services can arise unless 
the librarians exercise the leadership to explain the reciprocal benefits 
and obligations involved.12 Once again, assessing responses of the 
community on the local campus to proposals for cooperative efforts 
and the necessary preparation of it for commitments of this nature 
require a reliable knowledge of the community and, at the same time, 
can add substantially to that knowledge. 
The community on any campus may be a definable entity, but it is by 
no means undivided. What, then, are the components of this 
community? Although there are vast differences between the various 
types of institutions, they all have fundamentally the same structure 
concerning the populations attached to them. A small community 
college, as well as a large university, has students, faculty, 
administrators, alumni and other  supporters,  and a larger 
community-both intellectual and geographic-in which it resides. 
Moreover, each has an academic program which must be considered in 
the analysis of any academic community. This personification of an 
academic program may seem odd, but it is one of the qualities of an 
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academic community which makes it like no other. As a distillation of 
the principal intellectual activity of the community, it exerts a major, if 
not decisive, influence on the library's services and collections. At one 
point, William Dix of Princeton conjectured that the expansion of 
academic and research programs may, in fact, have been more 
responsible for the growth of academic libraries' collections in recent 
years than had the increase in student bodies.13 In  any event, it is a 
unique phenomenon, resembling no imperative faced by nonacademic 
librarians, and cannot be omitted here. 
The primary function of any college or university library collection is 
to support in some way the traditional disciplines offered in the 
curriculum. However, American higher education is currently 
undergoing a change with the merging and splintering of disciplines. 
The principal difficulty librarians face today in responding to 
academic programs is the proliferation of interdisciplinary studies. 
Programs which cross disciplinary lines or specially formed curricula 
impose unusual demands on both collections and services.14 These 
demands can range from the relocation of collections+reating 
potential interference with the work of scholars in traditional areas-to 
the rapid provision of new staff and materials. Academic libraries, 
organized largely to reflect the structure of the traditional curriculum, 
are suffering serious wrenches as that curriculum begins to shift. 
Academic librarians are finding themselves increasingly caught 
between the traditionalist and the interdisciplinarian communities, just 
as they can be caught between the campus and off-campus 
communitites in their efforts to serve all.15 
There is no question as to the value of these programs which are 
providing new perspectives on learning, creating the new kinds of 
specialists needed by the society, and are probably surpassing the 
traditional disciplines in their advancement of knowledge. The 
question here is the wave of crisis for libraries-especially the 
ponderous research libraries-which is slowly gathering in their wake. 
It is a wave that can be contained, in all probability, but whether it will 
be depends on the academic world's recognition of this subtle 
restructuring and the development of adequate plans for it. The 
planning by American higher education up to this point does not offer 
much hope, because the institutional implications of new approaches to 
learning have not emerged dramatically from it. We may not quite be 
abandoning the modern quadrivium, but we clearly face something 
more serious than merely combining and dividing certain selected 
areas of study. Libraries-perhaps the most unwieldly element of any 
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educational enterprise-too often have no representation on the 
committee or council monitoring the curriculum, and it is often not 
understood that the provision of adequate library support for new 
programs cannot be made overnight. It remains an abiding puzzle that 
faculties highly sensitive to the need for library resources so frequently 
make ecl~cational decisions with no regard to the library's ability to 
adapt to them. 
These problems are most acute in the university setting, the locus of 
most interdisciplinary programs, although they are not absent from 
college campuses. More often than not, the introduction of a new 
interdisciplinary program into a university curriculum will involve 
graduate study, with the accompanying need for a research collection, 
reference and technical services personnel with the appropriate subject 
training, and pressure for special facilities. All these requirements 
have tremendous budgetary implications and call for long periods of 
preparation. Perhaps the ultimate answer is simply increased 
centralization in institutional decision-making and planning. It was 
clearly this kind of consideration that led to the recommendation in the 
Booz, Allen, and Hamilton report on library management at Columbia 
University that the university librarian be appointed vice-president of 
the university for information.16 
The faculty of the institution most often represent to the library the 
information needs of the academic program, along with their own 
individual needs as practicing scholars. In a formal sense, these 
representations normally come through a faculty committee on the 
library, which may be either elected or appointed, administrative or 
advisory." Because ofthe differences in size ofthe institutions and the 
attendant problems of communication with individual faculty 
members, these bodies are far more valuable to university librarians 
than to college librarians. When functioning properly, they are one of 
the best sources of information on the composition and sentiment of 
the institutional community.ls Faculty colleagues, in theory, convey 
their concerns and criticisms to committee members, who in turn 
inform the librarian of faculty opinion and attempt to protect faculty 
interests in the committee's deliberations. Even when the committee is 
not highly active, this group can serve as an important channel of 
communication through their constant and close contact with the 
relatively small community which they represent. If appropriately 
representative, the committee should know of many of the special 
instructional and research needs in the community and should be able 
to discover needs unknown to them. 
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One of the chief responsibilities of faculty committees is to assist in 
the formulation of the acquisitions budget, particularly in institutions 
where each teaching department receives an allocation. While the 
discussions preceding the final allocations involve much community 
analysis, no committee should limit itself to this single function. Its true 
role should be to serve as a liaison group between the library and the 
community. As a representative of the faculty to the library, it can offer 
useful critiques of the library from the users' viewpoint.lg As a 
representative of the library to the faculty, it can use the information 
gained from committee discussions to explain the library's policies and 
practices to its colleagues. Although commonly given lip-service, this 
latter function receives scant attention in reality, and its neglect is one 
reason faculty committees do not adequately bridge the gap between 
academic libraries and the campus community. 
The communications gap between the library and the faculty is most 
harmful in the small, daily disappointments to users which never come 
to the staffs attention. One great difficulty every library faces is that the 
discontented user simply leaves the premises unserved and 
unprotesting, when a question to a staff member might well have 
provided either a solution or  an explanation. In  an academic 
community-limited in numbers and physically concentrated as it 
is-this kind of failure in communication can create severe problems 
because the misconceptions which result can spread rapidly through 
the community. The most dedicated faculty committee, like the library 
staff itself, cannot waylay all these frustrated by anonymous members 
of the community. The situation calls for a more comprehensive 
response. If feasible, it is often useful to have at least one meeting of the 
faculty or faculty senate to be devoted to the library. This meeting can 
be held in conjunction with an annual report to the faculty froni the 
library committee, and the librarian will have the opportunity to 
answer questions. The combination of the report and the librarian's 
responses should answer most concerns, thus providing for the library 
a forum otherwise seldom available. Neither this arrangement nor the 
best efforts of the library committee will reach every unhappy library 
user on the faculty, but the combined result is probably the most 
effective solution to the problem yet offered. 
Recently, Robert Haro has suggested another instrument for 
stronger liaison between library staffs and faculties. He has proposed 
the creation of research groups composed of faculty members and 
librarians, with student representation when appropriate, to identify 
problem areas, to define opportunities for needed improvements, and 
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to increase the relevance of the library's service programs. Beyond the 
obvious benefit to the library's performance and the equally obvious 
enhancement of the staffs knowledge of its clientele, Haro sees this 
arrangement as having a salutary influence on librarians, who 
otherwise would have to face alone the task of specifying objectives and 
of recognizing service deficiencies. Whatever its advantages on that 
score, the Haro proposal would certainly help to inform more precisely 
any library staff about a very significant segment of the community.20 
This idea may not be as novel as it appears at first glance. Many 
libraries on both college and university campuses have engaged the 
talents and specialized training of the institution's teaching faculty, 
when they have been made available, to work on library problems. 
Some faculty committees have joint faculty-staff standing 
subcommittees to monitor specific areas like serials subscriptions or 
expensive research purchases, in order to obtain the combination of 
community opinion and staff expertise. Staff planning groups often 
enlist faculty assistance in conducting surveys of opinion or in gaining 
specialized competencies. In recent years, many libraries have begun to 
institute search committees for key staff personnel and have invited 
faculty members in related subject fields to serve on those committees. 
These collaborative efforts have proven to be substantial supports of 
library-faculty liaison and invaluable channels of information for 
librarians on faculty opinions and activities. 
One interest obviously common to faculty and library staff is the 
library's collections. As we have seen, the faculty has essential 
contributions, based on special knowledge of their teachingcolleagues, 
to make to the acquisitions budget discussions and to policy statements 
on collection development. But familiarity with the scholarly 
community-especially with their departmental subcommunities--can 
be very helpful in the evaluation of the collection's strengths and 
weaknesses. Collection evaluation takes much time, and it behooves 
librarians to make the necessary preparations for the most productive 
use of faculty time. The same strictures apply to weeding of the 
collection and, once again, a preliminary survey by the library staff to 
suggest titles and copies for storage or discard can materially expedite 
the project.21 
Probably nothing has done so much to increase librarians' 
knowledge of their communities and to strengthen liaison with their 
faculties as the addition of subject specialists to library staffs. These 
new positions first appeared on university staffs as the growth of 
budgets and collections made some assistance to faculty selectors 
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necessary and as area study programs came into curricula. They had 
the added benefit of assisting balanced development of collections, 
thereby compensating for the zeal of certain specialists and changes in 
the faculty. They also provided a safeguard against the creation of gaps 
in the collection, for one other drawback to the disciplinary structure of 
colleges and universities is that the publishing world is not so 
structured and regularly publishes important titles which do not fit 
neatly into a departmental cubbyhole. Where bibliographers exist in 
adequate numbers, they assume responsibility for collection 
development in one subject area and, as a natural corollary, often 
provide reference and bibliographic services to graduate students and 
faculty in that area.22 Some college and medium-size university 
libraries have met the same problem by giving every member of the 
staff responsibility for collection development in specific areas in 
addition to the primary responsibilities. Aside from the more careful 
m-onitoring of collection development that results, invaluable 
information is gained through these ties about new faculty, research 
projects, and community assessments of the library's performance. 
Informal contacts regularly supplement these formal and structured 
relationships. Staff members who have good rapport with the faculty 
frequently hear the opinions of individual faculty members about the 
library's efforts to meet the community's needs. Whether sharing a 
coffee break or a reference problem, the staff, from the most junior 
member to the head librarian, can and should continually seek faculty 
opinion. Any beginning academic librarian should recognize this 
exposure as one of the integral responsibilities of his or her job and 
should encourage it. The continuing, if somewhat diminished, mobility 
of faculties makes current knowledge of their specializations, of their 
publication records and research, and their instructional plans 
essential to any effective academic library. In a very real sense, the 
reputation and quality of the institution rests primarily on the 
performance ofthe faculty, and within the limits of responsibility to the 
institution and of fairness to others, every staff member should take the 
measures necessary to meet their library needs. 
The largest, most diversified, and most transitory segment of the 
academic community is the student body. It is, consequently, the most 
difficult segment to analyze. Students, like faculty, normally serve on 
library committees, collaborate as student assistants on library 
operations, and make their preferences and dissatisfactions known 
through a variety of channels from suggestion boxes to casual 
conversations. These communications are helpful, but they seldom 
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represent the opinion of a broad section of the student population. 
Both the lack of homogeneity within the student body and the rapid 
shifts in the prevalent mood are obstacles to analysis. Student 
newspapers, regularly monitored over a long period, sometimes 
provide insights into majority student opinion; and staffs can always 
resort to surveys by questionnaire, although this approach has limited 
usefulness in a large student body. One ingenious approach recently 
employed the campus best-seller lists published in the Chronicle of 
Higher Education as an index to shifting student interest^.'^ 
The differences in student bodies, like the differences in academic 
programs, constitute some of the distinguishing features among the 
types of institutions. Community college students and more than 
one-half of the students of four-year institutions are underclassmen 
and are likely to confine their use of the library largely to the reserve 
book and reference collections. Upperclassmen, particularly in the 
better undergraduate colleges and universities, often require 
collections and services equal to those provided for graduate students. 
The sheer numbers involved on university campuses, however, impose 
unrealistic burdens on librarians attempting first to identify and then 
to meet these requirements. The staff of the college library is in a much 
better position, in general, to be responsive to the undergraduate's 
needs than are university librarians. 
One of the strengths of the liberal arts college has been the individual 
attention which it is able to gve to its students. The library, as much as 
any part of the college, has contributed to this strength by providing 
detailed instruction in the use of the library as preparation, especially, 
for independent study. Unquestionably, the outstanding program is at 
Earlham College, in Richmond, Indiana, where a large percentage of 
professional staff time goes into classroom instruction on the 
bibliography of the various discipline^.^^ A refinement of this idea is 
the library-college, which presents the library staff as the principal 
instructors of the college and the preparation of the student for 
self-instruction as the primary goal of ed~cat ion. '~  While the idea in its 
purest form has not gained much a c c ep t a n~e , ~~  it has certainly inspired 
traditional colleges to improve their orientation programs. 
Preparation for these efforts and the independent study which is its 
justification, in large part, have made staffs better informed about the 
needs and preferences of students in undergraduate librarie~. '~ 
University librarians, recognizing the advantages of the 
undergraduate college's size, have tried to provide as well for their 
undergraduate students by creating separate undergraduate libraries. 
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A study comparing this kind of library with the college library has 
tentatively concluded that the undergraduate library on the university 
campus gives far less reference service and instruction in use of the 
library to its students.28 Many university librarians would dispute that 
conclusion and have created imaginative methods for assisting and 
instructing the larger groups of students in their institution^.^^ (A  
number of the more innovative of these efforts have received financial 
support from the Council on Library resource^.^^) Of course, the 
community colleges, often with quite large student bodies to serve, 
have taken the lead in the ingenious use of audiovisual materials in 
library use instruction and have established models which university 
libraries could profitably reproduce. 
Similarly, university librarians have become more aware of the need 
for instruction and orientation among graduate students.31 The 
university library staff is in much the same relationship to this student 
body as the college staff is to an undergraduate student body. In spite 
of the more individual and sophisticated study involved, the smaller 
numbers and the almost daily contact with this group of users permit 
both in-depth analysis of and response to their needs, in part through 
group instruction. There is some indication, however, that university 
librarians have neglected the graduate student community in their 
concentration on faculty and undergraduates and perhaps have made 
some ill-founded assumptions that faculty needs and graduate student 
needs are identical. If true, this neglect is ironic, for the graduate 
student is probably the most assiduous and aware user of the university 
library.32 Indeed, it is just possible that the student community in 
general has had too many assumptions made about it and probably 
constitutes the area academic librarians should concentrate on in 
future community analyses, despite the inherent problems. 
The service demands of the academic library's third constituency, 
the institution's administration, are not ordinarily very heavy, tending 
to be requests for specific information from the reference department. 
But the administration is often instrumental in creating opportunities 
for librarians to refine their analysis of the community. Its emphasis on 
or neglect of long-range planning can determine, to a significant 
degree, the amount of data on the community available to the library. 
Similarly, the administrative approach to self-studies and preparations 
for periodic accreditation visits can determine whether the studies 
provide additional information about the community and its future 
plans. Certainly administrative style is decisive in the revelation of the 
community's library needs through planning for a new library 
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building. The  breadth of the surveys authorized and the appointments 
to the operative committees can make these preparations either a 
community effort or a sterile ritual. All these points simply stress the 
compelling importance of the administration's constant sensitivity to 
the library's core position in the community and to its need for 
information about that community which the administration nlay have 
or can create. 
The  alumni of the institution, the members of the "friends of the 
library," or  some similar group, and the donors and supporters of the 
library form yet another constituency for the library. However, 
somewhat like the administrators of the institution, they seldom create 
special requirements which must be met. It is a common practice for 
libraries to extend borrowing privileges to these groups, but the level of 
demand is not normally high. There is a growing tendency, which can 
be expected to accelerate, for them to enroll in continuing education 
programs offered by the institution. As Richard Lyman, president of 
Stanford University. has pointed out to librarians, this new kind of 
student body will be far more diversified in their ability to use the 
library than other students are and will place an additional service 
burden on library staffs." Clearly, any revised program of community 
analysis should take into account this elusive, complex, and virtually 
unprecedented type of student. 
Finally, the academic library, to a much greater degree than most 
public libraries, cannot limit its services to the local community. In the 
broadest sense, these libraries belong to the international community 
of scholarship and have the obligation to that community to make their 
resources and services known and available. This obligation exists for 
the older and larger college libraries as well as for the university 
libraries, although it rests much more heavily on research libraries. 
Whether it is by engaging in the active interlibrary lending that prevails 
in the United States-a matter of increasing concern to the major 
lending libraries today because of the labor costs involved--or by 
making provision for visiting scholars, academic librarians cannot omit 
this wider world from their analysis of the groups of people they serve. 
To  repeat an earlier point, some of the most difficult decisions that an 
academic librarian confronts involve meeting the needs of off-campus 
users without harming the service to campus residents, and any 
worthwhile analysis of the library's community should advance the 
reconciliation of the demands of these two subdivisions of that 
community. 
This article has attempted to enumerate some of the many ways in 
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which academic librarians have traditionally analyzed their 
communities. Perhaps the early library surveys can be called the first 
formal projects to include some community analysis;34 thereafter, the 
use of questionnaires became the prevalent method of gathering 
data-and it probably still is. This method has produced some 
interesting results, but it has also created a mass of soft data and 
subjective or impressionistic opinion.35 The problems of gathering 
hard data, especially on a university campus, have seriously restricted 
librarians' knowledge of their campus communities and have 
frequently undermined the validity of any survey conclusions.36 
The new technology is providing tools which vastly improve the 
library's ability, in a broad sense, to improve its responses to the 
community. The computer holds the possibility for the university 
library to free itself from the problems of data gathering and analysis 
mentioned earlier. Computerized circulation systems alone can yield 
information on the most heavily used segments of the collections, on 
titles which should be duplicated, on priority areas for reclassification, 
on appropriate loan periods, and on many other categories pertaining 
to the use of the library's resources. The introduction of information 
retrieval systems and the consequent individual profiling and the 
potentiality of selective dissemination of information services can 
provide much more intimate knowledge of the research interests in the 
i n~ t i t u t i on .~~Library staffs, often with the support and collaboration of 
appropriate faculty members, are steadily gaining experience in 
operations research, and the precise measuring skills being developed 
afford a much more accurate picture of the demands placed on 
libraries in all aspects of their operations. Even older methods of 
investigation now impose a much lighter burden because of the 
computer. In the near future, libraries of all sorts should be in a much 
better position to analyze the communities served and their use of the 
libraries, as other articles in this volume make abundantly clear. 
Academic libraries in particular, with access to faculty trained in the 
necessary skills and to available computer hardware, should fare 
particularly well. 
kcademic librarians should welcome and engage these new tools 
and the information which they can gain with them. It is apparent that, 
despite all their efforts in the past, they still do not know their 
communities well enough, and seriously need an expansion of their 
knowledge of library users. Because user patterns influence so many 
decisions-from reclassification to collection size-it is very likely that 
they will become one of the chief products of the new technology, an 
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eventuality possibly foreshadowed by the recent founding of a center 
on user studies at the Cniversity of Sheffield.38 There is an obvious 
need,  in both college and university communities, for  more  
information on student use, and sophisticated investigations on the 
variations by discipline of faculty use may also yield surprising results. 
None of this analysis now seems beyond librarians' capability. A far 
more serious area of obscurity seems to lie in the future structure of 
academic institutions and their organization of learning-both directly 
related to librarians' ability to know and then to serve the academic 
community. 
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